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To redefine our alcohol withdrawal guideline in 

order to provide a more accurate assessment 

tool for effective treatment of intubated 

patients experiencing alcohol withdrawal 

As ICU nurses, and with the input of the ICU 

staff, it was identified that our current 

practice of assessing and managing the 

symptoms of intubated patients 

experiencing alcohol withdrawal was 

ineffective. We currently utilize the CIWA 

scale which relies partly on a patient’s 

verbal response and ability to follow 

commands. Patients who are intubated 

may not be able to follow commands or 

communicate with staff conducting the 

assessment in return causing either an 

inaccurate score or an incomplete 

assessment.   

 

 In intubated patients in a critical care setting how does using Modified 

Minnesota Detoxification Scale (mMINDS ), compare with using Clinical 

Institute Withdrawal Assessment (CIWA) to influence the accuracy of 

measuring the severity of alcohol withdrawal during their intubation period? 

 Database: Ovid  

 Limits: inpatient setting, intubated, articles 

within 5 years 

 Search Terms: critical care setting, 

intubated patients, alcohol withdrawal 

and mMINDS 

 Evidence Rated By: John Hopkins Nursing 

Evidence-Based Practice Appendix C: 

Evidence Level and Quality Guide 

 CIWA scores that are less than or equal to 10 showed an 82% 

correlation of the severity of patient withdrawal between the CIWA 

and the mMINDS 

 CIWA scores that are greater than 10 showed a 52% correlation  

 mMINDS shows a more accurate measurement of the severity of 

withdrawal for the intubated patients 

 Obtaining accurate CIWA scores is more challenging in intubated 

patients 

 The Yale alcohol withdrawal protocol (YAWP) was implanted along 

with mMINDs. 

 Using mMINDS and YAWP together, there is a 25.9% decrease in 

intubation and 21.6% decrease in pneumonia in MICU patients going 

through withdrawal 

 Decrease in VAP Rate 

 Decrease in intubation length of time  

 
 Stakeholders identified: intubated 

patients experiencing alcohol 

withdrawal, ICU staff  

 Currently we are working on building a 

flowsheet in our eMAR 

 Next steps include: 

 To educate staff with the new 

protocol and flow sheet 

 Set a Go-live date to implement 

mMINDS 

Level/Quality of 

Evidence 

Number of 

Articles 

Level 2 1 

Level 3 1 

Implementation of mMINDS could improve 

patient outcomes, decrease the intubation 

length of time and shorten length of stay. 

Staff will be able to effectively assess and 

deliver appropriate care for our intubated 

patients experiencing alcohol withdrawal, 

while using mMINDS. 

 Look at outcomes of patients that are 

withdrawing from alcohol while intubated 

 How will we collect data and analyze it: 

 Audit charts 

 Observing the mMINDS scale in action 

to ensure accuracy 

 Look into the medication route the 

provider chose to use 

 Assess intubation periods to assess for 

decrease in length of time 

 Assess VAP rate 


